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Strategic objectives for this mandate

1. Better integration of MoS into the wider TEN-T policy and in
particular better alignment with the core network corridors:

o Sea-basin approach (enhanced cooperation with DG REGIO and DG MARE)

o Stronger cooperation with the CNC activities (joint working groups)

o Better alignment with CNC studies (reinforced data sharing)

2. Widening the financing possibilities for MoS and opening up for
innovative financing schemes

o Detailed analysis of the financing and funding opportunities next to grants
(e.g. CEF Blending Facility for alternative fuels, InvestEU, private sector
financing, eco-incentive schemes…)

o Thematic seminars (e.g. 26/11 in Rome on Financing MoS)



MoS in view of the TEN-T review
Launch of the debate around the following questions:

• Is the current MoS concept sufficiently understood by the maritime
stakeholders?

• What were the main strengths of MoS projects in the current CEF
programme?

• What were the main weaknesses / barriers to fully exploit the MoS concept?

• How do you see the future of MoS? What shall be the main objectives and
policy priorities for MoS in the revised TEN-T guidelines?

• How shall the maritime dimension overall be reshaped in the next
TEN-T guidelines?

• Do we need an adjustment of the eligibility criteria for MoS projects?



MoS of the Future within TEN-T –
First ideas of the European Coordinator

• MoS needs to be part of an overarching concept of the TEN-T
covering ports and shipping for the benefit of the entire
‘European Maritime Space’

• “Maritime dimension” of the TEN-T needs to emphasize much
more on the integration of the entire transport flows (e.g. sea-
bound and hinterland connection of ports)

• Introduction of a sea-basin approach into the TEN-T with
concrete objectives and potentially qualitative targets per sea-
basin based on the MoS adequacy concept.



MoS Detailed Implementation Plan (DIP) 2020

Three pillars oriented towards sustainability and efficiency for
the “European Maritime Space”:

1) Sustainable
Emphasis on decarbonisation, alternative (non-fossil) fuels deployment, instruments to
combat climate change (e.g. eco-incentives, taxation, other market-based measures),
reductions in air emissions and noise, water and waste management

2) Seamless
Promotion of short sea shipping and its connectivity to CNC corridors and hinterland,
with more attention to peripheral and outermost regions, cooperation with the European
neighbourhood; interoperability with other transport modes.

3) Smart
Aligned with the European digital agenda (electronic transport documents) more
attention to be paid to automation, navigational safety, sea traffic management while
maintaining the need to promote maritime careers.
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